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FORUM 

FOR IDEAS 

& ACTIONS

Launching of a platform to unify 

and transmit the voice of the 

private sector, engine of the 

economy and creator of values 

and hope…
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1
ASSESSMENT

Allocation of responsibilities in 

order to better identify priorities
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On the occasion of the centennial of Lebanon, 

the identity of our country, 

that was considered for a long time 

“the window of the Middle East” 

and that was built on the principle of individual, economic and  

cultural freedom, as well as freedom of expression, press, 

thought, belief, and enterprise is in danger 5



ASSESSMENT

▪ Lebanon is going through one of the most devastating political crisis of its 

century of existence, causing the collapse of our financial, economic, 

social, cultural, sanitary, judicial and security system.

▪ The lack of perspective and vision of the government and public authorities, 

who, despite the local and international warnings, multiplied errors, hence 

deliberately accentuating and amplifying the crisis, by the incompetence 

and inefficiency of their politics and speeches..
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▪ The whole political class, in all its components, with very rare exceptions, 

led to this descent into hell due its lack of responsibility, involvement and, 

the weakness of a big part of them who didn’t try enough to counter – or at 

least reason and map out – the government’s choices, which 

consequences prove to be more catastrophic on the economy as days go 

by.

▪ This inertia of the political class and main economic actors, added to the 

incompetence of the government, corrupt like its predecessors, is 

responsible for the criminal delay in the implementation of real reforms and 

in the fight against corruption and waste.
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ASSESSMENT

▪ The government, by its deliberate refusal to implement the essential reforms 

and lack of a real recovery plan, is trying to make the private sector solely 

bare the cost of this mess, leading to the country’s sinking.

▪ The government is trying to erase the existing by inverting the roles, for the 

purpose of getting its hands on the country’s private wealth after having done 

so on the state’s wealth.

▪ The drift proposed by some political forces goes against our identity and is in 

total opposition with all the values on which Lebanon was built.

▪ The private sector, pillar and engine of the Lebanese economy, is absorbed 

by the political sector.
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ASSESSMENT in NUMBERS

▪ The national currency loses its value at an alarming speed, causing a dramatic inflation and the loss of 

the Lebanese household’s purchasing power.

▪ Inequality is gaining ground, and with the risk of disintegration of the social fabric, 45% of Lebanese 

people live henceforth below the poverty line, the quarter of which is in a state of absolute poverty.

▪ The unemployment rate exceeds 30% and affects one third of young graduates, without forgetting the 

surplus of jobs – fictitious or useless – in the public service.

▪ A significant number of brands and enterprises could close by the end of the year due to the size and 

duration of the crisis.

▪ Foreign investments and transfers of the expatriates’ funds have stopped; leading to an unprecedent

liquidity crisis due to the lack of trust.. 9



2
OUR STRENGTHS

Benefit from our historical advantages 

and the know-how of our private sector
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Religious and cultural pluralism of our country, underlined by Pope John 

Paul II, 

in an apostolic letter dated September 7th, 1989:

“Lebanon is more than a country: it is a message of freedom and an 

example of pluralism for East and West alike”.

.
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OUR STRENGHTS

▪ Our mosaic of rites and confessions, our openness to the world and our centuries of 

history, which made us a globalized society before globalization. 

▪ Our “bridge” status between the East and the West, our architectural and historical 

heritage, our geographical location and our outreach throughout the world, make the 

country a touristic and cultural attraction.

▪ The legendary Lebanese lifestyle, sense of party and hospitality, our love of life, and the 

touch of “glamour” which made of Lebanon a popular destination for a long time.

▪ Our human resources: creative energy, cultural diversity, innate sense of 

entrepreneurship, young population (around 50% of Lebanese people are less than 25 

years old), educated, qualified and often multilingual.
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OUR STRENGHTS

▪ Our diaspora, estimated between 8 and 15 Million Lebanese, efficient and powerful, is 

very attached to Lebanon.

▪ The know-how of the private sector and its competitiveness on the regional level that are 

based on the recognized poles of excellence – health, education, bank and insurances, 

communication, press and media, arts and culture, culinary arts/F&B – make it very 

attractive for the flow of direct and indirect capitals.

▪ Our resilience, our capacity to adapt and bounce back.

▪ Our solidarity, demonstrated for months by the spontaneous drive of mutual help 

between citizens, in the total absence of the State to protect the most vulnerable.
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3
OUR WEAKNESSES

By adapting, we normalized the 

unacceptable!
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Identify and recognize 

our shortcomings, our flaws, our errors and 

our wandering to draw out lessons and improve the 

foundations of our resilience.
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OUR WEAKNESSES

▪ Absence of Rule of Law

- We are not all equal in rights and duties

- Arbitrary and deficient justice

▪ Absence of sovereignty:

- Incapacity of the State to control the land, air and sea borders and tacit complicity of the public 

authorities and politics with the network of traffickers

- Presence of armed militias on part of the territory legitimized by the successive governments, as 

well as their grip on vital resources

▪ Total failure of the governance:

- Bad management of public finance

- Institutionalization of corruption and confessionalism in public functions

- Encouragement of clientelism and voluntary neutralization of control functions 16



 These political choices go against Lebanon’s primary vocation of neutrality (National Pact), the

essence of peace in Lebanon, and prevent it from taking advantage of its potential and assets to

become once again a center of attraction for investors (mainly foreign) and tourism.

 They directly and significantly affect the need of currency and cash and encourage the parallel

economy and the money laundering, at the disadvantage of enterprises and individuals operating

legally.

 They deprive the state of important resources, amplifying its deficit and its inability to intervene.

 They encourage the community’s withdrawal and the feeling of injustice and disdain towards the

nation and its leaders.

 They risk causing the definite failure of the Lebanese “ live together” model, that is based on a

mosaic of classes, origins, confessions and aspirations.
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4
Dangers

Urgent issues with catastrophic 

consequences should be 

imminently tackled.
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The direct consequences of the political crisis, in addition to the 

government’s deliberate decisions has amplified the crisis.
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DANGERS

▪ Lebanon is currently banned from the international community, at odds with the West and isolated 

from its own natural Arabic environment.

▪ Lebanon’s allies, who are ready to assist, are preventing themselves from interfering in his favor 

unless the return to a policy integrating him again in the international community coupled with the 

achievement of the necessary reforms.   

▪ The sharp depreciation of the Lebanese Pound along with the sky-rocketing prices destroyed the 

population’s purchasing power and are threatening the middle-class existence, in a context of 

speculation and insecurity. 

▪ The Lebanese legitimacy is held hostage. Parallel economies are developing. A sectarian and partisan 

justice is taking place. Borders are beyond the army’s control, facilitating the development of  all sorts 

of traffic.

▪ Sectors that have long made the reputation of our country are in danger of implosion: banks, hospitals, 

schools, universities, hospitality and tourism among others.

▪ The crisis along with the leaders’ inertia are accelerating the closure of businesses and  employees 

layoffs.  
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5
OPPORTUNITIES

The crisis should incite us to renew our commitment to the 

fundamental values of our Constitution 
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THE CONSTITUTION Extracts

General principals:

– A. Lebanon is a sovereign, free and independent country. it's a final homeland for all its citizens. It is unified in its territory, 

people, and institutions within the boundaries defined in the constitution and recognized internationally. 

– B. Lebanon is Arab in its identity and affiliation. It’s a founding and active member of the League of Arab States and 

abides by its acts and covenants. Lebanon is also a founding active member of the United-Nations Organization and abides 

by its covenants. The Government shall embody these principles in all fields and areas without exception.

– C. Lebanon is a parliamentary democratic republic based on respect for public liberties, especially the freedom of opinion 

and belief, and respect for social justice and equality of rights and duties among all citizens without discrimination.

– F. the economic system is free and ensures private initiative and the right to private property.

The lebanese State Sovereignty  over its entire territory:

– A. Disbanding of all Lebanese and non-Lebanese militias. The militias weapons shall be delivered to the State of Lebanon 

within a period of 6 months, beginning with the approval of the National Accord charter (signed on October 22nd, 1989).



OPPORTUNITIES

▪ The reemergence of taking a position and acting on it, after a period of 

sluggishness and inertia by the political class, gives back serious hopes for 

recovery, and encourages the country’s active forces to find short term 

rescue plans as well as longer term defining solutions.

– On the institutional level, it concerns in particular the Parliamentary Finance 

Committee which stopped the government’s ruinous plan and is debating the 

establishment of necessary reforms, overcoming the obstacles of confessional and 

partisans cleavage.

– On the patriotic level, the Patriarch and some political leaders declarations, whose 

voice is being more and more heard, are mapping out the dynamic that the country 

should take in order to save its existence.  
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OPPORTUNITIES

▪ At the private sector level, which should be a key player for any imminent 

and long term rescue plan, some initiatives emerged, whether sectorial or 

based on affinities’ gathering, all having the merit to converge towards the 

same large common set of claimed reforms and solutions.

▪ This willingness stated by a number of business leaders and public sector 

representatives should be organized and acted upon rapidly under different 

forms and within different channels, in order to make their voice heard 

urgently and more responsibly.  
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OPPORTUNITIES

▪ Gather the driving forces of the private sector - employers, employees, syndicates 

and economic bodies – in order to speak out, let our voices be heard and use, in this 

regard, our leverage on the media. 

▪ Restore the dialogue between the driving forces and in particular the different 

channels of the private sector as well as the local and international bodies.

▪ Present the economic recovery plan elaborated together, in order to provide answers 

to the private productive sectors’ needs, and to totally or partially preserve the 

900,000 jobs represented in this sector. 

▪ Engage the powerful network of our diaspora from all over the world as well as 

Lebanon’s many allies, to support our plan. 
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ROADMAP
Initiate the plan and elaborate a strategy 

based on discussions and reflection, to be translated into:

Short Term Rescue Plan 

Medium & Long Term Structuring Action Plans
26



ROADMAP

2. Forum | Mechanism

3. Action Plan (ST|MLT)

1. Consultation
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ROADMAP

Mechanism | Forum

It‘s about uniting the different initiatives declared, within the frame of a unique 

platform, like a bridge structure linking several pillars,

And make the necessary means available in order to ensure the coordination 

followed by the promotion of the platform.

The immediate objective is to make our ideas and voice heard.

And influence our leaders’ considerations and future choices, and stand out 

as an important partner in all the discussions with both internal and external 

bodies.

Subsequently, we have to assume our role of responsible and effective 

partner in the country’s recovery and reconstruction.
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ROADMAP ST Rescue Plan

A set of urgent actions selected by 

priority and subject to feasibility 

[context|means|results], based on the 

principle of agility and efficiency.

MLT Action Plan

Actions matured by reflections and 

arbitration, relying on structural and 

standardizing goals, in order to set up 

a legal and operational frame 

conducive of recovery and stimulus to 

the economy, based on solid and 

competitive grounds.
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TOGETHER WE ARE STRONGER

Act 

to save 

Lebanon
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